EXTRA EXTRA!

Turn Style Consignment Stores announces the grand opening of its newest store, located in Mesa. Serving as the fifth location in Arizona for Turn Style, the new store’s grand opening will be held Wednesday, April 3.

Since its inception in 1996, Turn Style has consigned and sold gently used, high quality, department store clothing for men, women, and children. In 2004, home accents were first introduced to the stores and, only two years later, home furnishings were added into the store’s inventory. In 2008, Turn Style opened its first Arizona location.

The Mesa Location is 1,200 square feet and will accept men’s, women’s, and children’s clothing. The store will also accept home accents and furnishings for consignment.

Turn Style Consignment stores is a popular consigning option for patrons because the store pays 60 percent of items that sell over $200 and 45-55 percent of items that sell under $200. The brand became a popular shopping selection because of the quality name brand items that department stores sell for a fraction of the cost.

The Turn Style Mesa store is located at 1755 S. Val Vista Drive. For locations, directions, and the latest news visit www.turnstyleconsign.com.